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REPORT TO MAYOR AND COUNCIL 
 

    REVISED AND CORRECTED 
 
March 25, 2021  
 
 
SUBJECT:     
C9-20-11 Sunshine Mile District, an Urban Overlay District R-1, R-2, R-3, O-3, C-1, C-2, C-3, HC-
1, I-1, I-2, P, PAD-19, PAD-39 to Urban Overlay District (Wards 5 & 6) 
 
Public Hearings:  
December 17, 2020; January 7, 2021; and February 4, 2021 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
This is a request by Fletcher McCusker, Chair of the Board of Directors of the Rio Nuevo District, 
a Tax Increment Finance District, to establish the Sunshine Mile District (SMD), 
an Urban Overlay District (UOD). This proposed UOD includes properties along an 
approximately two-mile stretch of Broadway Boulevard, from Euclid Avenue to Country Club 
Road (see Attachment 1 – Location Map). The UOD would be an optional urban overlay 
zone which could be used by property owners as an alternative to the underlying zoning. The 
UOD would establish development parameters and design standards to promote mixed-use 
transit-oriented development, historic preservation and adaptive reuse, provision of affordable 
housing, and a more pedestrian-friendly corridor. The overlay would provide flexible 
development standards in order to allow viable development on the shallow and irregular parcels 
created by the recent widening of Broadway in this area. The UOD is comprised of four distinct 
subdistricts, for which the SMD zoning option offers a variety of building heights, 
densities and uses.   

  
PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY 

Zoning Examiner Public Hearings 

The Zoning Examiner held three public hearings, on December 17, 2020, January 7, 2021 and 
February 4, 2021.  Substantial changes were made to the proposed SMD after each of the first 
two public hearings, as a result of continuing dialog between the Applicant and interested  
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stakeholders.  As a result of this continued dialogue, several of the concerns raised regarding 
the proposed SMD were directly addressed, though other concerns remained.   
 
December 17, 2020 Zoning Examiner Hearing 
 
The Applicant and the Applicant’s representatives spoke in support of the proposed SMD, 
describing the extensive public outreach and engagement leading up to the drafting of the SMD, 
the historic preservation and transit-oriented development goals that would be served by the 
SMD, and the design review process which would be created under the SMD. 
 
Five other persons spoke in support of the SMD and testified that it would encourage transit-
oriented development, mitigate the effects of “sprawl”, and serve the goal of historic 
preservation.  
 
Four persons spoke in opposition to the SMD, raising concerns about the permitted density and 
allowable heights of development, as well as stating that they believed that there should be more 
time and dialog to resolve outstanding issues.  In addition, some speakers questioned the 
inclusion of property north of the Broadway corridor in the SMD, and expressed the view that 
increased density and height were not appropriate for areas located within existing 
neighborhoods. 
 
The Zoning Examiner concluded that the Applicant and interested stakeholders would benefit 
from additional opportunities to discuss the proposed SMD and continued the public hearing to 
January 7, 2021. 
 
January 7, 2021 Zoning Examiner Hearing 
 
Between the December 17, 2020 Zoning Examiner Hearing and the January 7, 2021 Zoning 
Examiner Hearing, the Applicant and the Applicant’s representatives met with representatives of 
Neighborhood Associations representing neighborhoods affected by the proposed SMD, 
including the Ironhorse Neighborhood Association and the Sam Hughes Neighborhood 
Association.   
 
As a result of these meetings, the Applicant made changes to the draft SMD, including: 1) the 
removal of the northwest corner of Euclid and Broadway from the SMD; 2) revisions to several 
diagrams and charts within the SMD to make them more clear and user-friendly; 3) the removal 
of several previously permitted uses in the Mid-Century Subdistrict northern expansion area; 4) 
limiting the use of height incentives in the Mid-Century Subdistrict extension area; 5) the removal  
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of the northeast corner of Campbell and Broadway from the Kino Subdistrict Kino North Subarea 
and instead designating it as part of the Mid-Century Subdistrict; 6) the removal of the northwest 
corner of Campbell and Broadway from the Kino Subdistrict Kino North Subarea and instead 
designating it as part of the Bungalow Subdistrict; 7) revisions to the parking provisions of the 
SMD to better balance concerns about parking impacts on the adjacent neighborhoods; and 8) 
changes to the text of the proposed SMD to strengthen its open space provisions. 
 
At the January 7, 2021 Zoning Examiner Hearing, the Applicant and the Applicant’s 
representatives provided updates on their continuing discussions and changes to the proposed 
SMD.  The Zoning Examiner noted that substantial progress had been made on resolving some of 
the issues. At the request of the Applicant and the interested stakeholders, the Zoning Examiner 
continued the public hearing to February 4, 2021 to provide interested parties additional time to 
work through the remaining issues and concerns. 
 

February 4, 2021 Zoning Examiner Hearing 

The Zoning Examiner Hearing was continued from January 7, 2021 to February 4, 2021.  The 
February 4, 2021 Zoning Examiner Hearing was fully re-noticed by the Applicant to ensure that 
the updated boundaries were clear to the public.  
 
The Applicant and the Applicant’s representatives spoke in support if the SMD and summarized 
changes that had been made to the draft document based on recent meetings and conversations 
with residents of affected neighborhoods. Six other persons spoke in support of the SMD. 
 
Some of the changes made to the proposed SMD in advance of the February 4, 2021 Zoning 
Examiner Hearing include: 1) the removal of the northwest corner of Campbell and Broadway 
from the Kino Subdistrict Kino North Subarea and instead designating it as part of the Bungalow 
Subdistrict; 2) further refinement of permitted uses for the Mid-Century Subdistrict Restricted 
Use Area (the area north of the immediate Broadway frontage); 3) additional development 
standards for the Mid-Century Subdistrict Restricted Use Area to limit height and building 
expansion areas, prohibition of rooftop amenities, and requiring all parking to be located on-site; 
and 4) other changes to mitigate the impact of new development on adjacent neighborhoods. 
 
Nine persons raised issues concerning the proposed SMD, including 1) concerns about density 
and height permitted near existing neighborhoods; 2) concerns about the impact parking for new 
development might have on existing neighborhoods; 3) the concern that multi-story new 
development would “dwarf” surrounding, existing homes; 4) the view that multi-story buildings  
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belong downtown and not in or near established neighborhoods; and 5) the view that the SMD 
focused too heavily on historic preservation. 
 
The Applicant’s representative addressed these concerns, noting that: 1) the areas where the 
tallest structures would be permitted are not located within existing neighborhoods; 2) the 
proposed density and building heights were needed to attract the desired high quality, transit-
oriented development; and 3) the proposed heights near existing neighborhoods were 
reasonable, given the setback and step-down requires for new development adjacent to existing 
homes. 
 
Written Approvals and Protests 

As of the date of the February 4, 2021 Zoning Examiner Hearing, there were thirty-four (34) 
written approvals and thirty-five (35) written protests. 
 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

 
Background Information  

  

Existing Land Uses:  Educational, Religious, Office, Food Service, Automotive, Communications, 
Day Care, Entertainment, Financial Service, Medical Service, Personal Service, Retail, Light 
Industrial, Residential.  
 
Existing Zoning: Residential: R-1, R-2, R-3; Office: O-3; Commercial: C-1, C-2, C-3; Historic 
Commercial: HC-1; Industrial: I-1, I-2; Parking: P; PAD-19 Broadway Village; PAD-39 Welcome 
Broadway.  
 
Proposed Optional Zoning: The City of Tucson Unified Development Code (UDC), 
Section 5.13 provides for the establishment of an Urban Overlay District and states 
that the purpose of a UOD is to encourage:  
 

A. Comprehensively planned pedestrian and transit-oriented, urban infill, and mixed 
use areas;  

B. Site planning and architectural solutions consistent with the ambience of Tucson;  
C. Safe urban neighborhoods;  
D. Urban design features that include sustainable solutions and can accommodate both 

historical and contemporary design;  

http://javascript:openNamedPopup(%22/nxt/gateway.dll?f=id$id=tucson_az_udc0-0-0-3660-pop$t=document-frame.htm$3.0$p=%22,%22Mixed%20Use%22,6375,3195);
http://javascript:openNamedPopup(%22/nxt/gateway.dll?f=id$id=tucson_az_udc0-0-0-3660-pop$t=document-frame.htm$3.0$p=%22,%22Mixed%20Use%22,6375,3195);
http://javascript:openNamedPopup(%22/nxt/gateway.dll?f=id$id=tucson_az_udc0-0-0-3888-pop$t=document-frame.htm$3.0$p=%22,%22Site%22,6495,2250);
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E. Transitions that are beneficial to new and existing developments; and  
F. Responsive development review processes that address flexible solutions for obsolete 

standards and accommodate desired urban trends.  
  

A UOD is initiated by the Mayor and Council, and the Planning and Development Services 
Department (PDSD) processes the application. The UOD boundaries may include rights-of-
way within and adjacent to the proposed UOD. A UOD is established in accordance with 
Section 3.5, Rezoning (Change of Zoning) Procedure. Each UOD shall be in compliance with 
the currently adopted General Plan and applicable sub-regional, area, and neighborhood plans.   
  
Upon establishment, the UOD shall be identified on the City Zoning Map as a shaded area. The 
UDC provides that the UOD may also be given a descriptive name associated with the subject 
area, in this case, the Sunshine Mile District. When the UOD is effectuated on a specific 
property through issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy, the prefix “U” followed by a 
sequential UOD number is included on the map. For sites in the Sunshine 
Mile District the zoning designation would be “U3”, so, for example, a C-3 zone would become 
U3C-3 if utilizing the UOD zoning option.   
  

Related UOD Cases:  

 
The Sunshine Mile District would be the third UOD to be adopted in Tucson.  The other two UODs 
are the Main Gate District and the Grant Road Investment District.  
  

C9-12-01 Main Gate District (MGD), Optional Urban Overlay District: This was a request 
by the City of Tucson to rezone properties within the West University Neighborhood 
Plan’s Transition Area to a UOD, which would allow all properties within the district a 
zoning option to develop transit-oriented development in support of the future streetcar 
line planned for this area. The MGD established development and design standards, and 
a design review process for proposed projects. The UOD is bounded by Speedway 
Boulevard on the north, Park Avenue on the east, Sixth Street on the south, and Euclid 
Avenue on the west, covering an area of approximately 54 acres. On February 28, 2012, 
Mayor and Council adopted the MGD through Ordinance No. 10968. This overlay has 
facilitated 12 projects in the Main Gate area, including new construction and the 
expansion of existing businesses.  
  

 

http://javascript:openNamedPopup(%22/nxt/gateway.dll?f=id$id=tucson_az_udc0-0-0-3474-pop$t=document-frame.htm$3.0$p=%22,%22Development%22,6435,3315);
http://javascript:openNamedPopup(%22/nxt/gateway.dll?f=id$id=tucson_az_udc0-0-0-3474-pop$t=document-frame.htm$3.0$p=%22,%22Development%22,6435,3315);
http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll?f=jumplink$jumplink_x=Advanced$jumplink_vpc=first$jumplink_xsl=querylink.xsl$jumplink_sel=title;path;content-type;home-title;item-bookmark$jumplink_d=arizona%28tucson_az_udc%29$jumplink_q=%5bfield%20folio-destination-name:%27UDC%20Sec.%203.5%27%5d$jumplink_md=target-id=JD_UDCSec.3.5
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C9-12-01 Grant Road Investment District (GRID), Optional Urban Overlay District: This was 
a request by the City of Tucson to rezone parcels north and south of Grant Road, 
extending from west of West 14th Avenue, east to North Park Avenue. The GRID is an 
optional zoning tool that offers regulatory flexibility for comprehensively planned, 
pedestrian and transit-oriented, urban infill, and mixed-use projects that can 
accommodate both historical and contemporary design. The overlay was designed 
to accompany a roadway widening project on this stretch of Grant Road which impacted 
many parcels along the roadway, making them difficult to develop due to their smaller 
and irregular sizes. The GRID standards provide flexible site design options to allow viable 
development along the corridor. On September 5, 2018, Mayor and Council adopted the 
GRID through Ordinance No. 11581.  

  

Existing and Planned Transportation Infrastructure  

The SMD is in an area in which significant public investment is taking place for transit, utility and 
other infrastructure improvements, through the Broadway – Euclid to Country 
Club Road Improvement Project, which is part of the voter-approved Regional Transportation 
Authority plan. Acquisitions to accommodate the planned roadway improvements have resulted 
in significant impacts on properties along and near Broadway Boulevard, especially on the north 
side of the road. This includes reduced parcel depth and size of many properties, 
creating sites that do not conform to current zoning regulations, particularly setback and parking 
requirements, making redevelopment along the SMD more challenging. Providing a viable 
development option for these sites to ensure the continued economic vibrancy of the corridor is 
a primary goal of the SMD.  
  
Broadway Boulevard is served by Sun Tran Route 8, part of the Frequent Transit Network, with 
frequencies of 15 minutes or less during daytime hours. The corridor was also designated as a 
future High-Capacity Transit route by the Pima Association of Government’s High-Capacity 
Transit Implementation Plan (December 2017). High-capacity transit can refer to streetcar, light 
rail, or bus rapid transit service. The level of existing and potential future transit service on this 
corridor can support greater densities and a broader mix of uses. Adding housing and jobs along 
this corridor will also serve to add ridership to our transit system. SMD policies have been crafted 
to support transit usage and other multi-modal options, as encouraged by Plan Tucson policies.  
  
Project Sponsor  
 
The City of Tucson’s Mayor and Council initiated the development of the Sunshine Mile Urban 
Overlay District on March 19, 2019. The Rio Nuevo Multipurpose Facilities District sponsored the  
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development of the overlay. Rio Nuevo is a tax increment finance district funded by a share of 
state sales tax dollars collecting within the boundaries of the district. The district includes much 
of downtown Tucson, areas west of I-10, and Broadway Boulevard to the Park Place Mall, 
including the area generally covered by the proposed overlay. Rio Nuevo supports economic 
development projects within this area. Rio Nuevo controls three sites within the proposed SMD 
and plans to redevelop these sites with a variety of commercial uses by utilizing the overlay, if 
adopted.  
  

Public Outreach  

Rio Nuevo partnered with the Project for Public Spaces (PPS) to lead the public 
engagement efforts, which built on initial conversations around placemaking for the Broadway 
corridor which occurred in 2017. PPS held a series of meetings with stakeholders in May 2019, 
culminating with a public workshop on Saturday, May 18, 2019. These meetings 
included a presentation, comments on vision boards, and facilitated small group dialogues to 
develop a set of goals for the Sunshine Mile overlay. Some of the key themes that emerged were 
were:   
 

• Interest in public parks, pocket parks and community gathering spaces  
• Desire for an attractive, streetscape with wide sidewalks, street trees, pedestrian 

lights, and shade  
• Enthusiasm for micro-mobility hubs that offer bus stops, trolley stops, bike share 

stations, bike parking and car share  
• Support for greater walkability and “bikeability” and less parking  
• Priority given to protecting and enhancing the historic character of the buildings 

and the Mid-century architecture  
• Desire for a mix of land uses and a range of multi-family housing types, including 

affordable housing  
  

On July 29-31, 2019, PPS held a series of five workshops focusing on specific sub-areas along the 
Sunshine Mile. PPS also held focus group meetings, and a series of pop-up events at locations 
along the corridor. These workshops and other events helped define the goals and vision for 
specific sub-districts along the corridor.                     
 
The Rio Nuevo project team also held numerous meetings with neighborhood associations and  
other community groups such as the Broadway Coalition and Downtown Neighborhoods & Residents 
Council. They also met with City staff in a variety of departments including Planning  
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and Development Services, Transportation and Mobility, and Housing and Community 
Development, to get feedback and explore the feasibility of various elements of the 
proposed overlay. Based on the input from community members and stakeholders, the project 
team developed a draft overlay document that was shared with stakeholders, including the 
surrounding neighborhoods, in June 2020.   
 
Four formal neighborhood meetings were held on July 27, August 3, October 5, and December 1, 
2020. The October 5 meeting served as the neighborhood meeting required by rezoning 
procedures described in Section 3.5.3 of the UDC. Invitations to all meetings were mailed to 
property owners affected by, and within 400 feet of the proposed overlay. All meetings were 
held virtually using WebEx, with instructions to join included in the mailed invitation.  
  
The meetings in July and August introduced the SMD to the public, and provided an overview of 
the goals, development standards, and design guidelines. Approximately 35 people attended the 
meeting on July 27, and approximately 14 attended on August 3. The meeting in 
October provided more details about the plans for adaptive reuse and redevelopment on sites 
within the SMD owned by Rio Nuevo, and updated community members on changes to the 
overlay based on earlier feedback, in particular related to the affordable housing incentive, land 
use, process, mobility and preservation. The project team also responded to questions from 
attendees related to building heights, open space, historic preservation, and other 
topics. Approximately 40 people attended the meeting on October 5. The December meeting 
also provided an update on revisions, particularly with respect to historic preservation standards, 
uses, height in the Park subarea, and incentives related to mobility hubs. The project team 
responded to questions regarding the design review process, building heights, and 
the relationship to the Sunshine Mile Historic District. Approximately 25 people attended the 
meeting on December 1.  
  
The City of Tucson Design Review Board (DRB) reviewed the proposed overlay on October 30, 
2020 as an informational item and the Plans Review Subcommittee (PRS) of the Tucson-Pima 
County Historical Commission reviewed informally as well on November 5, 2020. These two 
bodies would be involved in the proposed design review process under the proposed SMD. The 
applicant team presented the purpose and goals of the overlay and an overview of the design 
standards. Both the DRB and PRS were generally supportive of the overlay and their proposed 
roles.  
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Planning Considerations  

 
The UDC requires all rezoning requests to conform to the General Plan (Plan Tucson, the City of 
Tucson General and Sustainability Plan) and applicable adopted specific plans (area and 
neighborhood plans).  
  
Plan Compliance – Policy direction is provided by Plan Tucson, the City of Tucson General and 
Sustainability Plan; Arroyo Chico Area Plan; University Area Plan; Broadmoor-Broadway Village 
Neighborhood Plan; Miles Neighborhood Plan; and Sam Hughes Neighborhood Plan. These plans 
were written in different time periods and provide a range of policy direction on topics addressed 
by the SMD. 
 
Plan Tucson  – Plan Tucson’s Future Growth Scenario Map identifies the following building blocks 
within the SMD’s boundaries. This map is illustrative and identifies areas that provide 
opportunities for enhanced development over the next several decades.   

a. Downtown, for the area surrounding the Broadway Boulevard and Euclid Avenue 
intersection – a major hub for public transit services and connections, a vital pedestrian-
oriented urban area that provides higher-density housing, retail, art and culture, and 
entertainment for its residents and those of greater Tucson  

b. Business Center, covering the area east and west of Campbell Avenue and south of 
12th Street – a major commercial or employment district that generally contain corporate 
or multiple-use office, industrial, or retail uses  

c. Mixed-Use Corridor, along Broadway between Campbell and Country Club, and south of 
Broadway on Tucson Boulevard – provide a higher-intensity mix of jobs, services, and 
housing along major streets; served by a mix of high-frequency transit options, as well as 
pedestrian and bicycle facilities.  

d. Existing Neighborhoods, for other areas of the SMD – primarily developed and largely 
built-out residential neighborhoods and commercial districts, with the goal to maintain 
the character of these neighborhoods, while accommodating some new development 
and redevelopment and encouraging reinvestment and new services and amenities that 
contribute further to neighborhood stability.   

  
These building blocks support the proposed land uses and development standards found in the 
four subdistricts of the SMD. Plan Tucson policy supports context sensitive design that protects 
the integrity of Existing Neighborhoods, complements adjacent land uses, and enhances the 
overall function and visual quality of the street, adjacent properties, and the community. Plan 
Tucson policy also supports infill and redevelopment projects that reflect sensitivity to site and  
neighborhood conditions and adhere to relevant site and architectural design guidelines. Plan  
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Tucson policy protects established residential neighborhoods by supporting compatible 
development, which may include other residential, mixed-use infill and appropriate 
nonresidential uses.   
  
Plan Tucson includes policies supportive of higher density, mixed-use development near transit 
and where there is opportunity to locate housing, jobs and transportation in close proximity to 
one another. Policies encourage urban design that fosters aesthetically pleasing, active, and 
usable public spaces for gathering. Plan Tucson acknowledges that in the case of street 
widenings, the expansion of commercial areas into adjoining residential areas along logical 
boundaries is an appropriate means to preserve the vitality of the street and adjacent 
neighborhood.   
  
In addition to these policies related to Land Use, Transportation, and Urban Design, Plan 
Tucson also contains policies supporting the development of affordable housing, economic 
revitalization along key corridors, historic preservation and adaptive reuse, reduction of urban 
heat island effect and increased use of low-carbon transportation options.  
  
Arroyo Chico Area Plan – The Arroyo Chico Area Plan (ACAP) provides policy direction for a 4.3 
square mile area south of Broadway Boulevard, between Aviation Highway and Alvernon Road, 
with the goals of encouraging compatible mix of residential, industrial, and business uses, while 
protecting the integrity of existing neighborhoods, and protecting neighborhoods from truck 
traffic and roadway improvements, while allowing industrial and business access to key 
transportation routes. The ACAP encourages new and redeveloped uses along major streets 
and considers conversion of residential uses to office or commercial uses in appropriate locations 
when the specific criteria established in the ACAP apply. Industrial/commercial/higher residential 
density development is identified for the area south of Broadway Boulevard, between the 
railroad tracks and Park Avenue (Industrial Area 1), and for the area south of Broadway 
Boulevard, between Campbell Avenue and Plumber Avenue (Industrial Area 2).   
  

University Area Plan - The University Area Plan (UAP) includes 5.17 square miles north of 
Broadway Boulevard, between Stone Avenue and Country Club Road. The UAP supports new 
development on the perimeter of residential areas which serves to protect and enhance the 
quality of life for neighborhood residents, strongly encourages the development of vacant 
property throughout the University Area to complement the existing scale, character, and 
identity of the surrounding neighborhood, supports carefully designed and located mixed use 
development, and supports the conversion of residential uses on arterial streets to commercial 
uses. Plan policy also encourage the retention of contributing historic buildings and viable  
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residential structures by including them as integral components of new development. Projects 
should demonstrate sensitivity to surrounding uses in the design, location, orientation, 
landscaping, screening, and transportation planning of new development, as outlined in the 
UAP’s General Design Guidelines.   
  
Broadmoor-Broadway Village Neighborhood Plan (BBVNP)– The BBVNP lies within the 
boundaries of the Arroyo Chico Area Plan, encompassing about one quarter of a square mile 
south of Broadway Boulevard, between Tucson Boulevard and Country Club Road. Its goal is to 
protect the integrity of the neighborhood, by including compatible design criteria to guide new 
development towards harmony with community-wide and neighborhood planning 
objectives. The BBVNP supports high-density residential, office and commercial uses along 
Broadway Boulevard, and medium to high density residential along Tucson Boulevard, south of 
the Arroyo Chico.  
  
Miles Neighborhood Plan - The roughly 1/8 square mile area contained in the MNP is also within 
the boundaries of the Arroyo Chico Area Plan, and is situated south of Broadway Boulevard, 
between Park Avenue/Arroyo Chico Wash and Kino Parkway. MNP goals include the preservation 
of the neighborhood’s character, landscapes and historically significant buildings and provides 
strategies to ensure compatibility of residential, commercial, and public development projects, 
both within the interior and along the perimeter of the neighborhood. The MNP supports the 
development of compatible businesses and institutions that serve the needs of the neighborhood 
and encourage the location of these along major arterial roads whenever possible.  
  
Sam Hughes Neighborhood Plan – The Sam Hughes Neighborhood Plan (SHNP) area is in a 
square-mile area north of Broadway Boulevard, between Campbell Avenue and Country Club 
Road. This Neighborhood Plan falls within the boundaries of the University Area Plan, therefore, 
the policies in the SHNP that pertain to land uses are designed to complement those adopted in 
the UAP. The goal of the SHNP is to create a safe and enjoyable living environment and protect 
the integrity of the Sam Hughes Neighborhood, by establishing policy direction for development 
of vacant land that maintains the single-family residential character of the neighborhood, 
with higher residential densities and office and commercial uses for those lots which access onto 
Broadway Boulevard. The SHNP also provides policy direction to preserve the unique diversity 
and character of the neighborhood’s historic and architectural value.  
  
Plan Compliance Assessment  
Plan Tucson as well as the applicable area and neighborhood plans contain policies supportive 
of mixed-use development along corridors and at the periphery of established neighborhoods, a 
diverse range of housing options, multi-modal transportation, historic preservation, and 
accommodation of infrastructure projects, all objectives that are furthered through the proposed 
SMD overlay.  
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It should be noted that the SHNP discourages rezoning of land that would allow densities higher 
than what is permitted under the existing R-1 classification. It identifies areas appropriate for 
rezoning to allow commercial use on the Future Office/Commercial Development Concept Map 
(Map 4), with high density residential uses also being appropriate in these identified commercial 
areas. On parcels not identified for commercial use on SHNP Map 4 the plan supports retaining 
zoning for R-1, single-family uses, and discourages conversion of existing residential uses to 
nonresidential uses. Several parcels located outside the SHNP future office/commercial use area 
are included in the SMD MidCentury Subdistrict. These parcels are located along Tucson Blvd and 
Country Club Road and all include historic resources that are contributors to the Sunshine Mile 
Historic District. While commercial uses would not be permitted on these sites 
in accordance with SHNP policy (as shown in SMD Figure III.B), medium density residential and 
office uses would be allowed when utilizing the SMD zoning option.  In the course of the Zoning 
Examiner Hearing process, the Applicant and the Applicant’s representatives met extensively 
with the Sam Hughes Neighborhood Association and agreed upon limited commercial uses with 
additional development standards for the parcels outside and north of the boundaries of the 
SHNP Future office/Commercial Development Concept Map.   
  
Plan Tucson, the UAP, and the SHNP support the retention and preservation of historic resources. 
The National Register historic district designation does not protect historic resources from 
demolition or alterations. Inclusion in the Sunshine Mile Urban Overlay District is a way of 
providing incentives for the preservation of these structures by allowing a range of economically 
viable uses and more flexible development standards while prohibiting demolition or de-listing 
as a condition of utilizing the SMD option. Plan Tucson recognizes that incentives are needed to 
encourage the preservation of historic resources and suggests overlay districts as a means of 
promoting this as well as other land use goals.  
 
Plan Tucson and UAP support more new development on the perimeter of residential 
areas and along arterials and collectors which serves to protect and enhance the quality of life 
for neighborhood residents, including providing a variety of housing options. Both these Plans 
provide land use policy direction that considers the expansion of nonresidential and higher 
intensity residential areas into adjoining residential areas when logical boundaries, such as 
existing streets or drainageways, can be established and adjacent lower intensity residential 
property can be appropriately screened and buffered. Nonresidential or higher intensity 
residential expansions or consolidations especially in conjunction with street widening, may be 
appropriate means to preserve the vitality of the street frontage and adjacent neighborhood. In 
this case, the sites under discussion have frontage on Tucson Boulevard or Country Club Road 
and are separated from the residential core by interior streets. Development transition 
standards of the SMD require screening and/or buffering of development sites as well as more  
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substantial building setbacks when adjacent to affected residential properties, defined as single-
family homes or duplexes. The design review process required for any project utilizing the SMD 
will provide an opportunity to ensure that appropriate transitions to the surrounding residential 
context are integrated into the project design.  
  
In reviewing the inclusion of parcels outside and north of the boundaries of the SHNP Future 
Office/Commercial Development Concept Map, PDSD staff considered a range of policies found 
in Plan Tucson, UAP and SHNP. The inclusion of these properties in the SMD is supported by these 
plan policies, as it will allow for:   

• The protection of contributing historic resources of the Sunshine Mile National Register 
Historic District through inducements to utilize the SMD zoning option as well as historic 
review  

• Development of a wider range of housing types  
• A compact urban form that builds on existing public infrastructure, conserves natural 

resources, and supports a multi-modal transportation system to enhance the mobility of 
people and goods  

• Logical expansion of higher intensity uses when a project can stabilize and enhance the 
transition edge when adjacent to existing and future residential uses, and in the case of 
street widenings  

• Design standards and project specific design review that will ensure appropriate 
transitions to the residential neighborhood context  

  
The proposed SMD is supported by the policies and goals of Plan Tucson, the Arroyo Chico Area 
Plan, Broadmoor-Broadway Village Neighborhood Plan, Miles Neighborhood Plan, Sam Hughes 
Area Plan, and University Area Plan. No plan amendments are required.  
  
Sunshine Mile District Overview  
 
The purpose of the Sunshine Mile Urban Overlay District is to foster sustainable infill 
development that strengthens urban pedestrian- and transit-oriented neighborhoods, support a 
more diverse mix of uses along the corridor to promote economic revitalization, enhance the 
character of the Sunshine Mile District by encouraging unique, high-quality design, and to 
celebrate historic architectural styles and incentivize the preservation of historic resources.  
  
The SMD zoning option allows a property owner to choose to develop with the additional uses 
and flexible development standards of the overlay, as an alternative to the underlying zoning. 
The SMD does not preclude a property owner from pursuing a rezoning for their property. Two 
PADs are included in the SMD given that they both contain contributing structures listed in the  
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Sunshine Mile National Register Historic District and are located adjacent to the Broadway 
Roadway Improvement Project; this underlying PAD zoning would continue to be the primary 
zoning and design guidance for those sites. In some limited cases use of the optional SMD overlay 
may be necessary and appropriate over time in order to respond to the changing area 
improvements and market demands; and may be permitted through an administrative minor 
amendment review process.  
  
The SMD regulates land uses, in some cases permitting uses that may not be allowed by the 
underlying zoning. Uses are limited to those included in Table III.B.1, Permitted Land Uses. The 
PDSD Director may permit any use not specifically listed in the table if determined to be similar 
in nature to other permitted uses within a specific Subdistrict.  
  
SMD Development and Design Standards  
 
The SMD establishes design standards and guidelines for all projects using the SMD zoning 
option. The SMD includes standards that apply across the district, as well as standards tailored 
to each of the four subdistricts. The subdistricts are described briefly below, with key 
development standards listed. In addition to the standards specified below, the overlay also sets 
standards for each subdistrict regarding building placement, setbacks, open space, pedestrian 
access and building articulation and massing.   
  
The subdistrict development standards are designed to promote two key nodes for higher 
density uses—around the Euclid area close to downtown, and the Kino North subarea 
around Campbell/Broadway, the intersection of two major corridors and transit routes. Most of 
the remainder of the Broadway corridor falls into the Bungalow or Mid-Century subdistricts, 
whose standards generally support medium-scale development that transitions to the existing 
residential neighborhoods to the north and south of the corridor. The Kino south subarea, which 
covers an existing industrial district south of Broadway, is unique in that it aims to allow for the 
expansion of existing commercial and industrial businesses and prohibits new residential uses.  
  

Euclid/Park Subdistrict - The Euclid/Park Subdistrict anchors the west end of the 
Sunshine Mile District and serves as a transition area into Downtown Tucson.  Generally, 
the Euclid/Park Subdistrict includes the area along Broadway Boulevard between Euclid 
Avenue and Mountain Avenue and the commercial/industrial properties both north and 
south of Broadway Boulevard on Park Avenue. The Euclid/Park Subdistrict, with its 
proximity to downtown, will be characterized by high-intensity, mixed-use development 
and urban densities and may even be viewed as an extension of downtown. This 
Subdistrict also features two Subareas, each with distinct characteristics.  
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Euclid Subarea - the properties in this subarea are predominantly industrial-zoned, which 
currently limits their development potential. The Euclid subarea provides opportunities 
for mixed-use development featuring light industrial and/or commercial spaces with 
residential components. Light industrial uses, especially in the form of artisan, craftwork 
and “makerspaces”, are encouraged. High-density residential uses are also appropriate 
and will provide the population necessary to support existing and new businesses along 
the Sunshine Mile and Park Avenue.  

o Maximum Residential density: 90 RAC  
o Maximum Building Height: 14 stories/175 feet  
o Maximum lot coverage: 100%  

  
The Park Subarea extends both north and south of Broadway Boulevard along Park 
Avenue. The subarea includes a number of properties with higher-intensity underlying 
zoning (i.e., R-3, C-1 and C-2), and it also encompasses the “TUSD Block”, which is located 
between Park Avenue, 9th Street, Fremont Avenue and Hughes Street as well as the Lost 
Barrio. The Park subarea is intended to be a transition between the neighborhood and 
the Euclid Subdistrict. The Park subarea is primarily envisioned to be a residential area 
where higher-density housing options are encouraged to support retail and services along 
the Sunshine Mile, as well as the University of Arizona.  

o   Maximum Residential density: 64 RAC  
o Maximum Building Height: 4 stories/52 feet; 6 stories/75 feet if  

project includes structured parking or qualifies for a height 
incentive by including a mobility hub  

o Maximum lot coverage: 85%  
 
Bungalow Subdistrict  
 
The Bungalow Subdistrict includes the stretch of the Sunshine Mile roughly between 
Santa Rita and Martin Avenues. The Bungalow Subdistrict is characterized by its small, 
historic buildings that should be celebrated through their preservation and adaptive reuse 
into local businesses and neighborhood uses. This subdistrict permits lower scale uses in 
keeping with the existing character. 
 

o Maximum Residential density: 40 RAC  
o Maximum Building Height: 3 stories/42 feet; 5 stories if project 

includes structured parking or qualifies for a height incentive by 
including a mobility hub  

o Maximum lot coverage: 50%  
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Kino Subdistrict  

The Kino Subdistrict includes the Broadway Boulevard frontage between as well as the 
industrial-zoned properties south of Broadway Boulevard, divided into two subareas.  

  
The Kino North Subarea presents an opportunity to infill many vacant lots and adapt 
buildings to new uses. Located at the center of the SMD, the Kino North Subarea is a 
prime location for transit-oriented development, including mobility hubs and high-
density residential and commercial development. Like the Euclid Subarea, the Kino North 
Subarea provides opportunities for mixed-use development featuring industrial and/or 
commercial spaces with residential components not currently permitted utilizing the 
underlying industrial zoning.  Light industrial uses, such as artisan, craftwork and 
makerspaces, are encouraged along with high-density residential uses to provide the 
concentration of people to support the commercial uses along the Sunshine Mile and 
increased security for the neighborhood with more “eyes on the street” around the clock.  

o Maximum Residential density: 90 RAC  
o Maximum Building Height: 12 stories/144 feet; 14 stories if 

project includes structured parking or qualifies for a height 
incentive by including a mobility hub  

o Maximum lot coverage: 90%  
 

The Kino South Subarea, located in the Arroyo Chico Neighborhood, includes many 
existing industrial properties that present creative adaptive reuse opportunities. While 
promoting the industrial uses permitted in the underlying zoning, complementary uses, 
including retail, bars and restaurants, will be allowed to create a more dynamic mix of 
street-level activity. This mix of uses will also complement the higher residential density 
in the Kino North subarea. In order to strengthen the existing industrial and 
commercial character and concentration of businesses and jobs currently found in this 
area, no new residential uses would be permitted. The flexible development 
standards would assist existing businesses who wish to expand their footprint and help 
attract new businesses to locate to this area.  

o Maximum Building Height: 4 stories/54 feet; 6 stories if project 
includes structured parking or qualifies for a height incentive by 
including a mobility hub  

o Maximum lot coverage: 90%  
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Mid-Century Subdistrict   
 
The Mid-Century Subdistrict includes the properties fronting on Broadway Boulevard 
between Campbell Avenue and Country Club Road, as well as some adjacent properties 
on Tucson Blvd and Country Club Road that have higher intensity underlying zoning (i.e., 
R-2, R-3, O-3, C-1 and C-2), and/or are contributors to the Sunshine Mile National Register 
District, in order to incentivize preservation of these historic structures. Commercial 
uses would not be permitted on sites further north from Broadway, to minimize impact 
on the residential neighborhood. The Mid-Century Subdistrict is characterized by its 
distinctive architectural features and commercial development pattern, including 
Broadway Village and the Chase Bank building, which anchor the eastern end of the SMD 
at Country Club Road.  Adaptive Reuse of its unique mid-century modern buildings—
which often feature narrow storefronts with smaller footprints that lend themselves to 
local businesses and incubator spaces—is strongly encouraged.  

o Maximum Residential density: 40 RAC  
o Maximum Building Height: 4 stories/54 feet; 6 stories if project 

includes structured parking or qualifies for a height incentive by 
including a mobility hub   

o Maximum lot coverage: 100%  
  

In addition to these subdistrict specific standards, the overlay proposes overarching design 
standards which would apply across the entire SMD. Streetscape design standards require a 
pedestrian-orientation by encouraging non-residential uses at the ground floor, architectural 
details at the first two levels, and visible entryways. Design standards also require ample 
sidewalks, shade covering a minimum of 50% of pedestrian areas, and encourage the activation 
of alleyways in order to provide additional pedestrian circulation. Projects are required to 
provide open space such as public plazas in order to create gathering places. These spaces must 
include seating, shade and other elements. All landscaping must consist of desert-adapted 
plants. Sign standards generally follow UDC standards, with some modifications. For example, 
alley-facing sides of a building can be considered street frontage for sign placement. Any existing 
billboards must be removed from the site in order to effectuate the urban overlay zoning.  
  
Development Transition Standards are established to mitigate excessive visual, noise, odor, 
vibration intrusion, and other similar health and safety impacts on nearby residential properties. 
Development Transition Standards address mitigation of taller structures, building bulk reduction 
and mitigation of parking and service areas, such as loading zones and trash and recycling 
areas, for sites adjacent to single-family homes or duplexes.   
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Standards have been included to require the implementation of Environmentally Conscious 
Design Practices. Each project must include at least seven practices from a menu of 15 
items including use of reclaimed water, adaptive reuse, shade for at least 70% of parking and 
pedestrian areas, access to a transit stop, LED outdoor lighting, solar panels, EV charging 
stations, and other innovative environmental design practices. This is supported by Plan Tucson 
policies and recent Mayor & Council direction in the form of a Climate Emergency Declaration 
and other measures, to move towards carbon neutral construction, promote green 
building, reduce the urban heat island effect, and prepare our city for a climate resilient future.  
  
Mobility – Mobility standards in the SMD strive to accommodate motor vehicle use and 
simultaneously encourage bicycle/pedestrian circulation, transit use and shared or on-street 
parking. In addition, it is expected that alternative modes, like biking and ridesharing, will become 
more prominent as people’s relationships with their vehicles continue to evolve. The Mobility 
standards supersede vehicular and bicycle parking provisions in UDC Section 7, except as noted 
in the SMD. Vehicular parking requirements are included in Table III.H.1, and projects may take 
advantage of various parking reductions, as provided in Table III.H.2. Parking requirements are 
generally lower than standard UDC requirements, as a way of encouraging alternate 
modes. Further reductions can be achieved by providing various transportation options, 
including car share, pick-up/drop-off areas, shared parking with other nearby uses, and through 
other means. Parking reductions must be reviewed and approved by the Department of 
Transportation and Mobility. Projects may also apply for greater parking reductions using an 
Individual Parking Plan. This process, which would be considered in parallel with the SMD zoning 
option, allows for site-specific solutions tailored to particular properties and uses. Additionally, 
parking must be screened from view and may not be accessed from the Broadway frontage.  
  
As a way of promoting a range of mobility options and the provision of transportation 
infrastructure along the corridor, projects that include a mobility hub would qualify for 
a reduction in required parking, increase in the allowable height and density, and waiver of open 
space requirements, depending on the number of features included in the mobility hub. The 
incentives are graduated based on the number of transit features and amenities 
provided. Mobility hubs are best located close to a transit stop and must include elements such 
as car, scooter, and/or bike share, bicycle parking, EV charging stations, open space and 
other services and amenities. These hubs are to be reviewed and approved by the Department 
of Transportation and Mobility.  
  
Affordable Housing – This overlay proposes to establish the first inclusionary zoning policy in 
Tucson. Inclusionary zoning provides incentives or requirements for the inclusion of affordable 
housing with market-rate housing, as a means of encouraging mixed-income developments and  
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neighborhoods. Projects developing using the SMD zoning option in which at least 15% of the 
units are affordable to households at or below 80% of Area Median Income will qualify for a 
density bonus. Multifamily rental projects qualify for a 25% density bonus; units must remain 
affordable for 50 years. For-sale units qualify for a 15% density bonus; units must remain 
affordable for a minimum of 30 years. This incentive encourages the provision of housing for low- 
to moderate-income residents, as supported by Plan Tucson policies. The Department of Housing 
and Community Development would review proposals for projects utilizing this incentive and 
would be responsible for monitoring ongoing compliance.  
  
Historic Preservation – Several historic districts and properties contribute to the character of 
the SMD and surrounding areas, including Iron Horse, Pie Allen, Rincon Heights and Sam 
Hughes. The Broadmoor-Broadway Village Neighborhood is also seeking designation as a 
National Register Historic District, and a nomination to designate the Sunshine Mile as a historic 
district was approved by the Keeper in May 2020. The new Sunshine Mile National Register 
District includes 191 contributing properties, of which about 186 are included in the 
proposed SMD. This historic district was established to recognize and protect the unique mid-
century modern architectural styles found along the corridor.  
  
A key goal of the SMD is to honor the Sunshine Mile District’s history, by discouraging the 
demolition of eligible, individually listed and contributing properties, and encouraging their 
preservation by supporting their retention, rehabilitation, restoration and adaptive 
reuse. Projects that demolish historic structures or would cause a historic structure to be de-
listed are not eligible to utilize the SMD zoning option.  
  
The Tucson-Pima County Historical Commission’s Plans Review Subcommittee (PRS) will review 
all projects that are proposing alterations or additions to an existing eligible or contributing 
historic structure using the SMD zoning option. Such projects must meet the U.S. Secretary of 
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties and cannot cause the delisting of 
a property or render a property ineligible for listing. The PRS also reviews new development 
using the SMD zoning option that is adjacent to a structure listed or eligible to be listed in the 
National or Arizona Register of Historic Places, individually or as a contributing property, as well 
as properties designated as City Landmarks.  
  
Design Review – Any project proposing to utilize the SMD zoning option must go through a design 
review process to ensure compliance with SMD standards and requirements. Projects go through 
a major or minor design review, depending on the project scope. In both cases, the review 
process is advisory to the PDSD Director, who determines whether a project is 
in compliance with SMD standards.   
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Minor design review would be conducted by a Design Professional, who makes a 
recommendation to the PDSD Director. Major design review would be conducted 
by the Sunshine Mile District Design Review Board (DRB), which is composed of the existing 
members of the City of Tucson DRB, the City Design Professional, and one ad hoc member plus 
one alternate ad hoc member appointed by the neighborhood association for the area in which 
a proposed project is located. If the project site is located in an area that does not have a 
neighborhood association, the member is appointed by the association nearest the project 
site. The DRB may also comment on other aspects of projects. For projects requiring major design 
review, applicants must hold a neighborhood meeting prior to submitting an application to 
PDSD. The Design Professional reviews the project for compliance with SMD standards and 
provides a written report prior to the PRS and DRB meetings.   
  
The PRS, DRB and Design Professional recommendations are advisory to the PDSD Director, who 
shall make the final decision and can also issue conditions of approval. The PDSD Director may 
approve alternatives to the development regulations and design standards to accommodate 
creative solutions to specific site conditions, as determined by the director to be consistent 
with established urban design best practices.  
 
Appeals of the PDSD Director’s decisions on Minor Design Review are heard by the Board of 
Adjustment. Appeals of the PDSD Director’s decisions on Major Design Review are heard by the 
Mayor and Council.  
 
Conclusion  
 
The Sunshine Mile District offers flexible development standards for projects that choose to 
utilize this zoning option. These include greater density allowances, greater maximum 
building heights and lot coverage, reduced setbacks, and reduced parking requirements. These 
development standards vary by subdistrict and are tailored to the unique conditions 
found throughout the area.  
 
At the same time, projects must demonstrate compliance with SMD design standards, 
development transition standards, historic preservation standards, and incorporate 
Environmentally Conscious Design Practices. The SMD also includes incentives for the 
preservation and adaptive reuse of historic structures as well as the inclusion of affordable 
housing and mobility hubs. These regulations are designed to spur mixed-use, transit-
oriented infill development with a range of housing types and commercial uses to foster a more 
vibrant and pedestrian-friendly corridor and are consistent with the purpose of an Urban 
Overlay District as stated in the UDC.   
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As proposed, the SMD is in compliance with and supported by Plan Tucson, the Arroyo Chico 
Area Plan, University Area Plan, Broadmoor-Broadway Village Neighborhood Plan, Miles 
Neighborhood Plan, and Sam Hughes Neighborhood Plan. Approval of the Sunshine Mile Urban 
Overlay District is appropriate.  
  
Recommendation 

 
The Zoning Examiner recommends approval of the Sunshine Mile Urban Overlay District. 
 
Sincerely, 

John Iurino 
Zoning Examiner 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
 
Case Location Map 
Rezoning Case Map 
Public Hearing Minutes 
 
cc: Mayor and Council 

 

 


